In this paper, we examined actual condition of management of Jizo-bon in the central area of Kyoto-city and analyzed component of participants of Jizo-bon s the result, we clari ed people ex apartment residents who tend to e unfamiliar with community acti ities also oin in Jizo-bon.
京都市都心部における地蔵盆の運営実態と参加者の多様性
Secondary, we clarified people (ex. apartment residents) who tend to be unfamiliar with community activities also join in Jizo-bon by analyzing component of participants to Jizo-bon with questionnaire to community leader and hearing to participants. This result means Jizo-bon plays a role in the creation of a resilient community in terms of improving the "diversity" of community members which is one of "the potential characteristics of resilient communities". In addition, we considered about the reason why Jizo-bon play a role described as above. We can say Jizo-bon has "flexibility" from view of selectivity of events, number of participants and place corresponded to the situation of each communities.
In the conclusion, it is safe to say that these results show Jizo-bon is community resource which has experienced various external changes in the long time and succeeded as "the core" of community and play an important role in local community management in the era of uncertainty.
By the way, this paper didn't examine "redundancy" which is another condition of "the potential characteristics" of resilient communities together with "diversity". We have to examine "redundancy" of relationships from viewpoints of management of cho and Jizo-bon. Furthermore, we also have to examine "ability of adaptation to uncertain change" more than "potential characteristics" through case study of community which experienced adaptation to uncertain change and crisis. These are future subjects and we will discuss them in another paper. 
